
SYLLABUS - 2O2I-22

CLASS - III

ENGLISH

PRESCRIBED BOOK : GULMOHAR

G RAM MAR WAY - MACMILIAN EDUCATION

Unit Test - |

M.C.B Lesson -1 : Noi saves a whale Lesson -2 : Kaku and Lal hawa

Grammar Sentence : Types of sentences; Transformation of sentence from one type to other; formation

of sentences from jumbled words

Nouns Number and Genders (How to change numbers and genders in sentences)

Unit Test -2

M.C.B Lesson -3 : Safe again Lesson - 4 : A wonderful gift

Grammar Nouns- Countable & uncountable (Definitions with examples)

Nouns - Common , Proper and collective (Definitions and find out nouns and telltheir
kinds)

HALFYEARLY EXAM

M.C.B. Lesson -5 :The Golden bird Lesson -6 :The Great escape

Poem Giraffes (recitation) A frog in a well (recitation)

The Brook (Written)

Grammar Sentence :Types of sentences; Transformation of sentences from one type to other, formation
of sentences from jumbled words.

Nouns - Number and Genders (How to change numbers and gender in sentences)

Nouns- Countable & uncountable (Definitions with examples)

Noun - Common , Proper., Collective (Definition and find out nouns and tell their kinds)

Adjective - Kinds (Quality, Quantity and Number) Define with examples.

Sentence - Subject and predicate (Pick out or write proper subject or predicate)

Pronoun - Kinds (Personal and demonstrative) Define with examples.

Verb - Definition of verb , three kinds of verb (Action verb, Modal verb and Auxiliary verb)

Three forms of verb with their use in the sentences (only 50)

Vocabulary : Homophones (only 20) using in the sentence, Antonyms (only 40) using in the

sentence.

Writing Picture Composition

Skill Paragraph (Unknown paragraph with hints) Application to the principal.

Unit Test - 3

M.C.B. Lesson -7 : The seven snowmen Lesson -B : A trip to Mars

Grammar Tenses - Simple Present Tense (Meaning of tense, When and What to use in simple present

tense)

Adjective - Degree of adjective (lntroduction of degree and where to use which degree)

Unit Test - 4

M.C.B. Lesson - 9 : Heidi in the city Lesson -10 : The storm at night

Grammar Tenses : Simple past tense (When and what to use in simple past tense)

Conjunctions : Because , and , or , but , (definition , where and how to use these conjunctions)

ANNUALTERM

M.C.B Lesson -11 : Eugeine and the sharks Lesson -12 :Afraid of the dark

Poem : Tiptoe night (Recitation) Kites (Recitation)

Shooting star (Written)

Grammar Tenses - Simph present tense and simple past tense



(How to form Negative,and lnterrogative sentences in simple present and simple past

tense)

Adjective - Degree of adjective (lntroduction of degrees and where to use which degree)

Conjunctions - Because, and , or, but (Definition, where and how to use these conjunctions)

Punctuation - Use of capital letter, full stop, question mark, comma (Definitions and when

to use which sign)

Preposition of time and place (Definitions of preposition , use of different preposition of
time and place)

Articles - Use of articles (lntroduction and use of definite and indefinite articles)

Picture composition in the form of paragraph (Unknown paragraph with hints) lnformalWritingSkill

letter
Half Yearly Grammar will be included in Annual.


